
transient landscape represents an investigation into our everyday — literally, 
the landscape that surrounds us and psychologically, the landscape of our 
mind. this “mindscape” is infl uenced by our physical surroundings the same 
as our perception of the physical landscape is infl uenced by our mind.

each of these artists approaches their imagery in a different way, but the 
subtle commonalities are surprising. whether in tone, accent, line, form or 
color, the artists represented here are challenging their surroundings by re-
sponding to them. by confronting that which may seem obvious, they be-
gin to explore their own placement upon this landscape. this exhibit asks 
the same of its viewers.

the term “landscape” is used here to represent many forces.  as metaphor, 
it can resemble our environment, the everyday, our life cycle, our internal 
struggles — . the essence of landscape also represents the idea of a con-
stant. though we often move from space to space, our infl uence on place 
remains the same.

gedeon, hays, hinrichsen and nash may feel somewhat more attached to 
landscape as subject. though their images transcend the actual genre, we 
recognize them as such. cullinane, feaster, hubbard and yazdan represent 
spaces more of form and abstraction, a visualization already in transcen-
dence. and yet, bacon, choberka, fuqua, lee and ros bring forward object 
as landscape. pieces of the puzzle that connect our spaces — a to b and 
so on.

whatever the approach, much is asked of the viewer’s interpretation and 
participation as the spaces open up the mind through memory and famil-
iarity in a dream-like way. the essence of landscape as executed is the tran-
sition from place to place. this journey is of utmost importance. the back 
and forth movement from here to there is truly what sets the boundaries of 
emotion and reality.

this back and forth helps defi ne us as people and a society. it touches on 
our senses of desire and compassion. this exhibit represents a psychological 
journey constant in the unconscious of us all — lifting forward in our continu-
ance and movement — in transience. 
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